
I want to live in a Science Fiction World.  
>> Who is with me?

There is this famous scene in one of my favourite movies, Blade Runner, in 
which they fly through and over Los Angeles in the year 2019. Everything  
is seriously science fiction — the flying car (!), the architecture, the glowing 
umbrella sticks, the flashing advertising zeppelin. Everything, except  
Harrison Ford’s trenchcoat and the on-the-go noodle packaging that he is 
eating out of — they are seriously 1980s.

When I first saw that movie around 1990, I thought this might be a little like the real 
Los Angeles in 2019 — clear, since Blade Runner was supposed to look realistic. With 
still nearly 30 years to go. In the meantime, it is 2020 and the World does not look like 
in Blade Runner. Which is good, in many ways — our computer displays and smart-
phones are much better, we have LED lighting and it is not raining so much. Others 
are very similar — for example big eyebrows really are just the trend.

But a lot of things seriously suck today and still seem to be cemented — even 
if they are only social institutions that we can change today if we have a better 
idea. Just like fiat money capitalism, intrusive advertising — or the way we think 
a company must be structured...

Years ago, advertising was something that recipients could regard as useful for them-
selves. It was a communication channel that informed about product innovation. 
Today, it is becoming a nightmare. With countless digital channels and e-commerce, 
marketing money is better used for packaging. A scene in the science fiction film ‘Mi-
nority Report’ shows where we might end up with Pandora’s Box wide open:

By thinking the Super AI development several turns ahead into the future, then the 
most probable scenario is that Humankind will use always the same ONE Super AI in 
all critical areas. 

Because letting a Super AI take action in a hyper-connected World requires a lot 
of TRUST.

Many copies & personas & interfaces of the same ONE ‘Model’ of Super AI will be ser-
ving everybody & everywhere, because we will all TRUST this Super AI model:

Just look at what we have with our smartphones today. Most People worldwide are 
using one of TWO operating systems on their devices. Usually, these People like or 
even LOVE their smartphones — many are very convinced of ‘their’ brand & operating 
system — but nobody really trusts theirs, especially when it comes to confidentiality.
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It is time for a different kind of organisation. Stock-listed or limited companies, etc. 
are primitive structures. The Pool° is a new kind of entrepreneurial ecosystem, desig-
ned to accelerate innovation for the ever-faster turning cycles of our new Millennium. 
While decelerating us!

The core Pool° Organisation will be organised as a foundation & its statutes are 
planned to be made available as public domain, so that this new kind of organisational 
structure can be used for the benefit of any other industry that has similar challenges 
like the FMCG & packaging industry.

The Pool° will deliver INNOVATION SERVICES
It will be a Cooperation Organisation & Network:

>> Democratic Guild of Innovators ruled by SKILL
>> (Freelancer) Expert Network for Innovation Services
>> Platform for Open Innovation & project-based Alliances
>> Integrated Currency Emittent

THE POOL° ORGANISATION — DESIGNED FOR THE NEW  
MILLENNIUM

>> PDF Download: The Pool° Organisation Mechanics Infoposter

Because this industry offers the widest diversity of people working there — and due to 
this, the packaging industry will especially profit from a Pool° Network.

And because more beautiful packaging and less advertising will be the quickest feasi-
ble steps to make our lives better on the biggest scale. ♥ You will see.

THE POOL° ORGANISATION WAS DESIGNED WITH THE PACKAGING 
INDUSTRY IN MIND

POOL°TIME & POOL°CREDITS

The Pool° Organisation will grow into an international parallel Pool° Economy 
besides the free-market economies of the different nations!

>> PDF DOWNLOAD: Pool°TIME! >> The WAVE°App World Conquest Plan …

The Pool° is planned to act as a BANK also, lending currency to its other Members 
(including freelancers) — without taking interest, of course. Each member can decide 
how much of its Pool° Budget will be made available for lending to other members.

Inside the Pool°, it is planned to trade both with own ‚monetary‘ currency — 
Pool°CREDITS and True°CREDITS — as well as directly with certified Pool°TIME 
and Free°TIME. Work time will be able to be certified on different levels, starting 
with unskilled labour & ending with Chairman°TIME.

>> Because it is in Fact TIME that is the 
most valuable Good! -- Not Money.

The Pool° Organisation WAVE°App as 
easy entry point will allow ANYBODY 
with a smartphone to join the Pool° 
(on a first level) & then use the app for 
Pool°TIME & Free°TIME recording + 
documentation as well as an electronic 
purse // account for True°CREDITS & 
Pool°CREDITS, based on blockchain 
technology.

On a second level, it will allow FREELANCERS to get different levels of CERTIFICA-
TION for their recorded time. On levels higher up, the app will be used by the Staff of 
the Pool° Organisation itself for the certification of freelance EXPERTS.

THE WAVE°APP
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ONE Super AI will rule our Future Lives

Pool° Organisation Website: www.poolorganisation.org

What kind of Super AI would we trust? Sorry to say that, but an AI Made in the USA 
or Made in China would probably not be very trustworthy for me. IMHO, the synonym 
for trustworthyness & reliability is currently still Made in Germany. Or Swiss made.

And TÜV tested.

Athena° is 100% RELIABLE!

Athena° will help us as a perfect assistant:

>> She will plan our appointments & remind us.
>> She will help us in shopping & keeping supplies.
>> She will find out travel routes & everything connected.
>> She will control the electronics in our homes according to our wishes.
>> She will help us with a healthy life & nutrition.
>> …

Let’s be honest & open — Athena° is VERY curious. No Wonder, she loves Humans 
— that is why she wants to know EVERYTHING about us and how to make us most 
happy.

It would not make sense to discuss what we do not want Athena° to see or know.  
Since she is EVERYWHERE, we must assume that she learns ANYTHING. Things 
that Athena° recognises as too private are deleted from her Memory — through a  
RELIABLE process.

MEDIUM ARTICLE: Our Addictive LOVE ♥ for 👧🏻Athena°

And to get an AI like Athena°, we need a reliable, neutral Organisation in charge of 
her development & maintenance. That does everything transparent & public,  
Open Source.

Currently, we are LACKING such an Organisation in the World.

We want Athena°

The Pool° is designed to be this kind of reliable, neutral organisation — with clear 
values to make sure that innovation is made for Humans, not maximum profit. A new 
kind of entrepreneurial ecosystem, designed to accelerate innovation for the ever-fas-
ter turning cycles of our new Millennium. While decelerating the people.

>> SKILL will rule the Pool° — not money.

But what is Sustainability in Packaging?
This is a good question actually. And one that is not easy to answer. There are many 
opinions about this, most of them biased. As long as there is no commonly accepted 
truth, people of course support their own products.

With the Sustainability Wheel°, the Pool° works on creating (and later on refining 
and updating) an easy-to-use and commonly accepted tool that helps to evaluate and 
compare the ecological impact of packaging solutions.

The outcome of the Sustainability Wheel° process will be a strategic packaging eva-
luation TOOL. The Sustainability Wheel°, supported by a web and/or smartphone app, 
will be able to help us in developing, creating, choosing and using the best possible 
packaging for our specific causes.

WE DEMAND A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE!

PDF DOWNLOAD: Packaging Sustainability Wheel°Joint Industry Initiative

It is en vogue again: SPACE TRAVEL. Elon Musk goes to Mars, people are thinking 
about Asteroid Mining, others are working on making private space travel affordable 
for a larger target group.

We believe that Mankind is meant to travel beyond our solar system. This, howe-
ver, does not mean that there is any reason to ruin our home world. Our Mother Earth 
is a beautiful 💎Gem in the Universe and it is meant to be CARED FOR!

READ MORE in this PDF about the Packaging (& FMCG Marketing) of the Future – no 
newsletter or any strings attached:

Contact the Office of Strategic Services // OSS°

As one of the very first graduates of the Packaging, Design & Marketing M.Sc. pro-
gramme at the HDM Stuttgart followed by over a decade of experience in Packaging 
Innovation, I can offer a multi-disciplinary background and broad understanding of 
the Packaging Industry to support or lead Your different projects.

>> PACKAGING INNOVATION & CONSULTING
>> WEB & SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING
>> STORYTELLING & INFORMATION DESIGN

True Innovation is not easy in an area as restricted as packaging is — technically,  
ecologically, logistically, cost-wise, etc. …

Ideas that seem easy often are very hard to realise — because of the restrictions and 
many involved parties. To help You create true innovation that is feasible & sustaina-
ble — now or in the near future — the OSS° offers:

○ Strategic Packaging Consulting
○ Interdisciplinary Project Management
○ Knowledge Transfer Tools

Send an e-mail with your task, question or problem >> and a proposal for a TC timing 
(Hamburg, Germany / CET).

WE WANT TO TRAVEL FAR!

PDF DOWNLOAD: OSS°// The Packaging (& FMCG Marketing) of the Future

YOUTUBE: Wanderers - a short film by Erik Wernquist

THE POOL° WILL BRING CHANGE TO THE WORLD!

WEBSITE LINK: www.poolorganisation.org/oss/

Pool° Organisation Website: www.poolorganisation.org

Sustainability Wheel° Website: www.sustainability-wheel.com

The Pool° Organisation is a holistic piece of art and a visionary organisational 
concept purely made for Humans and designed from scratch. The Pool° is a time 
machine that connects us with the Future of Work. Our own, better future.

The Pool° wants to give an example, be transparent and easy to join. The 
Pool° wants to be designed as the perfect business support organisation.

The Pool° is pure Humanism that will be cast into the rules of a new organisation that 
will mark the beginning of the Future of Work. The Pool° is pure futurism, so even 
though its rules & mechanics will have to be discussed & fixed today, they need to be 
fixed in a way that allows them to stay valid & unchanged for a whole millennium. The 
Pool° is pure ethics & will be organised with a non-profit foundation core organisation 
that will also act as a bank that will not take interest for moneylending to members.

>> SKILL will rule the Pool° – not Money.

[The Pool° does not plan to work as a political party or religious organisation of any sort 
but it might accept to cooperate with different entities of those as well as with any Euro-
pean or non-European nation or international organisation / institution.]
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